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DEPTH STUDY 2: ANCIENT GREECE

TOPIC 2b
Ancient Greece

2b.1 Overview
Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. They will help you to learn the concepts covered in this topic.

LEARNING SEQUENCE
2b.1 Overview 
2b.2 Chronology 
2b.3 Geographical setting 
2b.4 Politics and society 
2b.5 Everyday life 
2b.6 Greeks at war 
2b.7 The Greek legacy 
2b.8 Greek religion 
2b.9 The Olympic Games 

2b.10 Two famous Greeks 
2b.11 Research project: Debate in the ecclesia 
2b.12 Review 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this topic students will investigate:

• The physical features of the ancient society and how they influenced the civilisation that developed 
there 2b.3

• Roles of key groups in the ancient society, including the influence of law and religion 2b.4, 2b.5, 2b.6
• The significant beliefs, values and practices of the ancient society, with a particular emphasis on ONE of 

the following areas: warfare, or death and funerary customs 2b.4, 2b.5, 2b.6, 2b.8
• Contacts and conflicts within and/or with other societies, resulting in developments such as the conquest 

of other lands, the expansion of trade, and peace treaties 2b.2, 2b.3, 2b.6, 2b.7
• The role of a significant individual in the ancient Mediterranean world such as Hatshepsut, Rameses II, 

Pericles, Julius Caesar or Augustus 2b.10

2b.1.1 Introduction
The Ancient Greeks have left us a lasting legacy, particularly from the sixth and fifth centuries BCE. The 
contributions of Athens, the most famous Greek city, in areas such as politics, sport, art, literature and 
science still inspire people today. The fifth century was also marked by the Greeks defending themselves 
against two Persian invasions. This was followed by a long drawn-out war, the Peloponnesian War, between 
two major city-states — Athens and Sparta.

 Watch this eLesson: Ancient Greece
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Both Athens and Sparta were seriously weakened by this war, and it was Alexander the Great, from the 
northern state of Macedonia, who dominated Greece and spread Greek influence and culture though the 
known world. This is called the Hellenistic period.

2b.2 Chronology
2b.2.1 Archaic Greece
There are no written records for Greek history until about 800 BCE; evidence for earlier periods comes 
from archaeology and from stories written down later such as the Iliad (the story of the war with Troy). 
The arrival of the Mycenaeans in southern Greece around 1600 BCE was part of a series of migrations of 
Greek-speaking people from central Asia that took place between c.3000 and 1500 BCE. These brought 
the Greeks to the Mediterranean, where they came into contact with and learned from civilisations that had 
already existed for hundreds of years — the Phoenicians, Egyptians and Cretans (see section 2b.3). From 
these peoples the Greeks acquired their written language and knowledge of shipbuilding and seafaring.

The Mycenaean civilisation had collapsed by c.1150 BCE, and a period of decline called the Dark Ages 
followed until around 800 BCE. From 800 to 600 BCE was a period of transition, known as the Archaic 
period. Rule by kings was replaced by aristocratic rule, and bronze weapons and tools were replaced 
by those made from iron. The population of Greece increased, and some of the Greek city-states set up 
 colonies around the Mediterranean. The colonies were places to settle people as well as sources of grain 
for the mainland.

A modern-day lighting of the Olympic flame at the ancient site of Olympia

Starter questions
1. See what you already know about Ancient Greece. Finish each of the statements on the right with the most 

appropriate answer.

2. Name 3 movies set in Ancient Greece.
3. In what ways do you think immigrants from Greece have influenced Australia?
4. What do you think democracy means?

a. Olympic A Games

b. Battle of B Marathon

c. Home of Gods C Mount Olympus

d. Theorem of D Pythagoras

e. Wooden Horse of E Troy

f. The chief Greek God F Zeus

g. Alexander G The Great
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 Greek communities were isolated from each other by mountain ranges that went down to the sea and 
by the sea itself. Each Greek city-state developed its own form of government, with differing views on 
what it meant to be a ‘citizen’. At the same time they celebrated what they had in common: they joined in 
pan- Hellenic festivals such as the Olympic Games (see  section 2b.9 ) and considered particular religious 
sites to be of great importance, such as the Oracle in Delphi, and Mount Olympus, the home of their gods. 

 Athens and Sparta 
 The two Greek city-states we have most evidence for are Athens and Sparta. By 500 BCE, every adult 
male Athenian had a say in how Athens was governed; the word ‘democracy’ comes from the Greek word 
 d e mokratía  meaning ‘rule by the people’. Literature, sculpture and architecture fl ourished. 

 Sparta, on the other hand, was a military aristocracy. Sparta did not set up colonies like other Greek 
states. Instead, it conquered the neighbouring state of Messenia. The Spartans needed a strong army to keep 
the Messenians under control. 

 A century of warfare 
 Wars with Persia 490–479 BCE 

 A Persian army invaded Greece in 490 BCE, but after a defeat at Marathon the Persians retreated. However, 
ten years later they returned with a combined land and sea attack. The Greek states came together to fi ght 
their common enemy. The Greeks suffered losses but fi nally defeated the Persians (see  section 2b.6  for 
more detail). 

 The Peloponnesian War 
 Much of Athens had been destroyed by the Persians, but the Athenians took the opportunity to rebuild their 
city with even more magnifi cent buildings. They formed alliances with other Greek city-states to prepare 
for any new attack by Persia. Over time, Athens came to dominate these allied states. 

 Other Greek city-states, led by Sparta, became concerned about the increasing power of Athens. A dis-
pute between Athens and Corinth led to a war between Athens and her allies and a group of states led by 
Sparta. The war lasted from 431 BCE to 404 BCE. 

 The Hellenistic period 
 Both Athens and Sparta were seriously weakened by the Peloponnesian War, and dominance in the region 
passed to states further north — fi rst Thebes and then Macedonia. Under Alexander the Great, the Greeks came 
to rule over a vast empire stretching east to Afghanistan and south to Egypt. However, Rome was now devel-
oping as a powerful infl uence in the Mediterranean, and in 146 BCE Greece became part of the Roman Empire.    

 2b.2 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note:  Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    What event marked what has been called the Dark Ages?  
2.   What were two ways in which the Greeks celebrated what they had in common?  
3.   Which empire did the Greeks have to defend themselves against in the early fi fth century?  
4.   Why did Sparta go to war with Athens?   

 Develop source skills 
5.    Carefully study   SOURCE 1  . What evidence does this provide about: 
 (a)    whether it was a time of peace or war    (b)   the level of technology at this time?     

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the following 
resources and auto-marked questions:

�     Persian Wars    �     Peloponnesian Wars  
�   Alexander the Great   �     Hellenistic world   
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  SOURCE 1   Timeline showing the main dates and periods in the chronology of ancient Greece  
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  2b.3  Geographical setting 
 2b.3.1 Geography 
 The ancient Greek world consisted of mainland Greece, the islands of the Aegean and the coastal strip of 
modern Turkey. The mainland consists of two sections joined by a thin strip of land called the Isthmus of 
Corinth (see  SOURCE 1 ). The southern section is known as the  Peloponnese . 
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  SOURCE 1  Map of ancient Greece showing the main settlements, regions and city-states  
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Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:

 �        Development of Greece   
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 Greece is largely a mountainous country. Most Greeks lived either on narrow strips of land along the 
coast, with each settlement separated by mountain ridges coming down to the sea, or on the many islands 
in the Aegean and Ionian seas. It was actually easier to travel from one mainland area to another by boat 
rather than by road. 

 Each of the separate settlements became an independent, self-governing city-state, known as a  polis  — 
a city and the surrounding countryside. Our word  politics  comes from the activities that took place in 
 governing these city-states. 

 2b.3.2 Climate and resources 
 The climate of southern Greece is similar to that of southern Australia and places such as Adelaide. The 
summers are hot and dry and the winters are mild. The people of ancient Greece could spend most of their 
time outdoors. This made possible some of the special features of Greek states, such as open-air theatres, 
regular public assemblies and philosophical discussions in the marketplace. 

 Due to the mountainous terrain and the limestone soil, wheat did not grow well, so grain for bread had 
to be imported. The main domestic animals were goats, because they could live on the slopes of steep hills 
and feed off the scrub. Beef was usually eaten only when an animal was sacrifi ced in a religious ceremony. 
The main crops were grapes and olives; cheese was made from goats’ milk  

 2b.3.3 Trade and contacts 
 As the population increased around 600 BCE, food had to be imported from places such as Egypt, southern 
Italy and the Black Sea. New colonies (overseas settlements) were established and trade developed between 
these colonies and the mainland. Products imported by states such as Corinth and Athens included grain, 
wool, timber for building ships, iron for making armour, and slaves. 

 Greek states exported olive oil, wine, and fi ne products such as pottery. This also brought the Greeks into 
contact with older civilisations in the region, such as the Phoenicians and Egyptians (see  SOURCE 2 ). Letters 
of the Greek alphabet were based on those of the Phoenicians.    
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  SOURCE 2  Early civilisations and trade in the Mediterranean, 1500–600 BCE  
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SOURCE 3 The ancient historian Thucydides, writing in about 400 BCE, explains why the city-state of Corinth 
was an important trade centre.

The communications between those who lived inside and those who lived outside the Peloponnese had 
to pass through Corinthian territory. So Corinth grew to power by her riches, as is shown by the adjective 
wealthy which is given to her by the ancient poets. And when the Greeks began to take more to seafaring, the 
Corinthians acquired a fleet, put down piracy, and, being able to provide trading facilities on both the land and 
the sea routes, made their city powerful from the revenues which came to it by both these ways.

From Rex Warner (translator), Thucydides:  
History of the Peloponnesian War,  

Penguin Classics, London, 1954.

2b.3 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Consider the main foods making up the Greek diet.

(a) Which foods were obtained locally?
(b) Which foods had to be imported?

2. What features of the Greek climate were important in encouraging the development of aspects of Greek 
civilisation such as theatre and philosophy?

3. Why was transport by sea so important to the Greeks?

Develop source skills
4. Using SOURCE 1, explain why Athens and Corinth would have been more involved in trade with Greek 

colonies overseas than with Sparta.
5. Using SOURCES 1 and 3, explain why trade particularly benefited the city-state of Corinth.
6. How has the geography of Greece influenced Greek civilisation? Using the questions below as a guide, write 

a few hundred words on how Greece’s geography influenced its development.
 Mountains: How did the mountains affect travel, communication and government?
 Lack of farmland: What did the lack of farmland mean for the Greeks? How did colonies help solve the 

problems? What crops were grown?
 Location: What was traded? With whom? Why?
 Climate: What crops and fruit were grown?
 Distance from water: How was the sea used for defence, transport and as a source of food?

2b.4 Politics and society
2b.4.1 Two city-states
By the fifth century BCE, two Greek city-states, Athens and Sparta, had developed two quite different 
political systems. This was largely a response to their different geographical settings and histories.

2b.4.2 Athens
Athens was the city in the centre of the state of Attica. Attica was a triangular region pointing into the 
Aegean Sea and was about 60 kilometres wide at its widest point.
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  SOURCE 1  A map showing ancient Athens and its harbours, c.500 BCE  
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 Around 800 BCE, Attica was primarily an agricultural state but, as the population grew, grain had to be 
imported. This encouraged the development of goods for export, such as olive oil and fi ne pottery. These 
exports and the silver mines in the south-east corner of Attica helped make the Athenians fairly rich. 

 The change in the economy also led to social changes. At fi rst Attica was ruled by a few aristocrats 
but under leaders such as Solon (c.640–559 BCE), Peisistratus (600–527 BCE) and Kleisthenes (570–508 
BCE) it developed into a  democracy . However, in reality less than half the adult population could take part 
in the government. 

 To be an Athenian  citizen  with the right to vote, you had to be a free adult male, born in Attica. This 
excluded women,  metics  (foreign traders working and living in Athens) and slaves. 

 The majority of people lived in the countryside around Athens — either on the coast, in the hills or on 
the plains — and worked as farmers; but whether they lived in the countryside or in the city itself, adult 
males were still considered Athenian citizens.  

 Political and legal structures 
 The word  democracy  comes from two Greek words:  demos , meaning ‘people’, and  kratia , meaning ‘rule’. 
There were three ways in which all Athenian citizens — free adult males — could take part in the gov-
erning of Attica: 
 •    through the  Ecclesia  (or assembly)  
 •   through the  Boule  (or council)  
 •   at the law courts.   

 The Ecclesia 
 The Ecclesia was the most important  decision-making body in Athens, and every citizen aged over 18 years 
was able to participate and vote. The Ecclesia met in the south-east of Athens and gathered around the 
 pnyx , a raised platform from which people spoke to the assembly. It met three or four times every 36 days, 
and decisions made here became the laws of Athens. Those who could speak loudly and clearly were the 
ones most likely to be able to get their views heard.  
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 The Boule 
 The Boule was made up of 500 Athenian citizens 
who met every day except public holidays.  Meetings 
were held in a building called the   Bouleuterion  on 
the western side of the  Agora . Fifty citizens from 
each of the ten tribes were chosen by lot each year. 
The Boule’s functions were to prepare matters to 
be discussed at the Ecclesia and to look after the 
day-to-day running of the city. Citizens were paid 
for their attendance, so even the poorer citizens 
were able to take part. Every day a different one 
of its members would become chairman and, if the 
Ecclesia met on that day, that person would also 
chair the Ecclesia.  

 The law courts 
 The law courts were also to the south of the Agora. 
Every Athenian citizen had the right to be on the 
jury. To make it possible for even the poorest man 
to attend, each juror was paid about one-third of 
a skilled labourer’s wage for jury duty. A device 
called a  kleroterion  was used to select jurors. 
Names of jurors were placed in rows, and rows for 
jury choice were chosen at random. Juries were 
usually quite large in order to make it more diffi cult 
to bribe jurors. In addition, juries were always of an 
odd number to prevent the yes and no votes being 
equal. Some juries could be as large as 5001 men. 

 There were no judges or lawyers. The accused 
would make a speech in his own defence and the 
court would vote; a simple majority vote was all 

  SOURCE 2  A photograph of the Athenian Acropolis. The Parthenon is in the centre.  

  SOURCE 3  The pnyx, the platform from which 
Athenians spoke to the Ecclesia  

  SOURCE 4  A nineteenth-century portrayal of an 
Athenian assembly (Von Fulz 1805–1877)  
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that was needed to convict. The next stage would be to decide on the penalty. Both the prosecutor and the 
accused would have a chance to propose a suitable punishment and the court would vote a second time on 
this.

For serious cases such as murder, a special court would meet on another hill called the Areopagus (see 
SOURCE 1 for its location).

2b.4.3 Sparta
Sparta was a city-state set up in the rich 
Eurotas River valley in Laconia in the 
 Peloponnese (see the map of Greece 
in section 2b.3). It was the largest state 
in Greece, having around 8000 square 
kilometres compared with Attica’s 
2500. Sparta had fertile agricultural 
soil, it was rich in iron ore, and it was 
protected by some of the highest moun-
tains in Greece.

Social and political structure
Early Spartans were not much different 
in outlook and social organisation 
from other Greek-speaking people at 
the time. They were enthusiastic about 
poetry and art, enjoyed dancing at reli-
gious festivals and produced a distinc-
tive style of pottery.

However, this changed when the Spartans conquered the neighbouring state of Messenia for its rich 
 agricultural land. Instead of importing slaves, which Athens did, the Spartans forced the conquered 
 Messenians, called helots, to work the land. When the helots revolted against Spartan rule around 
650 BCE, the Spartans feared for their survival. The rebellion was eventually crushed, but the Spartans were 

SOURCE 6 Ruins of ancient Sparta with the modern city in the 
background, in the valley of the Eurotas River

SOURCE 5 A famous speech said to have been made by Pericles in 431 BCE describing Athenian democracy

Let me say that our system of government does not copy the institutions of our neighbours. It is more the 
case of our being a model to others, than of our imitating anyone else. Our constitution is called a democracy 
because power is in the hands not of a minority but of the whole people. When it is a question of settling 
private disputes, everyone is equal before the law; when it is a question of putting one person before another 
in positions of public responsibility, what counts is not membership of a particular class, but the actual ability 
which the man possesses. No-one, so long as he has it in him to be of service to the state, is kept in political 
obscurity because of poverty. And, just as our political life is free and open, so is our day-to-day life in our 
relations with each other. We do not get into a state with our next door neighbour if he enjoys himself in his 
own way, nor do we give him the kind of black looks which, though they do no real harm, still do hurt people’s 
feelings. We are free and tolerant in our private lives; but in public affairs we keep to the law. This is because it 
commands our deep respect . . .

From Rex Warner (translator), Thucydides:  
History of the Peloponnesian War, Penguin Classics, London, 1954.
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determined not to allow it to happen again. They made changes in their social and political  organisation, 
creating a society that was unique in Greece.

Helots were at the bottom of Sparta’s social structure. Above these, but still not citizens, were the 
 perioeci, meaning ‘those who lived outside’ the city of Sparta and were engaged in trade and manufacture.

Three factors help to explain the unique nature of Spartan society among the Greeks:
 • The need to keep control of the helots resulted in the need for strong military training.
 • Laconia, with its rich resources, did not need to become involved in trade to the extent of other Greek 

states. This also meant they were less open to outside ideas.
 • A man’s whole life could be devoted to military service, because the helots worked the land and the 

perioeci were involved in trade and manufacturing.
Individual citizens did not have as much power in Sparta as they did in Athens. Sparta still had monarchs; 

there were two kings, so that one could stay at home while the other was at war. However, most of the 
power was in the hands of five ephors, who were elected each year by an assembly of male citizens. There 
was also an advisory Council of Elders, made up of the two kings and 28 citizens over the age of sixty.

2b.4 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What were two things that made Athens wealthy?
2. Why were Athenian citizens paid to be on juries?
3. Copy the following table and fill in the details for each of the three organisations in Athenian democracy.

4. What were three reasons for Sparta being less likely than Athens to move towards democracy?
5. Why did Sparta have two kings?
6. Who were the most powerful figures in Sparta and how were they chosen?

Develop source skills
7. SOURCE 3 is a photo of the pnyx as it has been preserved today, while SOURCE 4 is an imagined view of an 

assembly.
(a) What features are common to both sources?
(b) Compare the position of the Acropolis in SOURCE 4 with the position shown in the SOURCE 1 map. Do 

you think the artist has placed it in its correct position or just included it for effect?
8. Study SOURCE 6, then refer to the text and your answer to question 4 above. What features of Sparta may 

have isolated it from influences for change towards a democracy?

Explanation and communication
9. In the record of the speech of Pericles (SOURCE 5), many features that a citizen would expect in an ideal 

democracy are mentioned.
 Choose three of these features and in each case:

(a) describe how this right was guaranteed in Athens
(b) describe ways in which these same rights are protected in our society today.

Organisation Composition How it functioned and contributed to democracy

Boule

Ecclesia

Courts
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2b.5 Everyday life
2b.5.1 Athens
Most of our evidence for ancient Greek housing comes from excavations in Athens. Houses were fairly 
simple, as people spent much of their time outdoors and the rich were expected to spend their money on 
religious festivals or providing ships for the navy.

Houses were made of sun-dried bricks, with wooden supports for verandahs, staircases and roofs. Both 
rich and poor citizens lived in similar houses, which differed mainly in size. The house of a wealthy citizen 
could have two storeys and a central courtyard, with rooms on each side. Women’s quarters were separated 
from the men’s area, and no male visitor dared to enter the women’s quarters.

Clay or
terracotta
tiles

Chests for
storage 

Kitchen with hearth
(�replace) for cooking 

Walls were either bare
or decorated with
simple friezes.

A statue known as
a herm represented

the god Hermes, who
guarded the home.

Women’s quarters
with looms for
weaving cloth

Living/dining area where men
entertained their friends 

Men’s
quarters 

SOURCE 1 An artist’s impression of the house of a wealthy Athenian around the fifth century BCE

Food
The main types of food eaten by the ancient Greeks were eggs, fish, vegetables, goat’s milk, cheese and 
fruit. In Greece’s warm climate, fruit such as mulberries, apples, figs, dates, grapes, olives and lemons were 
plentiful. Salads were made from a variety of vegetables such as onions, beans and cabbages. Olive oil was 
used for the salads and for cooking.

Although meat wasn’t a large part of the diet, an animal would be sacrificed on an altar in the courtyard 
on special occasions such as religious festivals or at family events such as weddings.

Breakfast would be bread and wine, and lunch would consist of bread, olives and cheese. Dinner was a 
hot meal of, perhaps, soup, fish, vegetables, cake and fruit. Wealthy men often ate dinner with each other, 
rather than with their wives and families.
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Cooking was sometimes done on a raised hearth (fireplace) in the courtyard. Water was heated and soup 
and vegetables were cooked in large wide-mouthed jugs. Roasting was done in small clay ovens.

Festivals
Festivals played a very important role in giving a pattern to the Athenian year. The year began in mid-
summer, corresponding to mid July, and hardly a month passed without one or two major festivals.  
Festivals could last several days. Each had its own set of procedures to be followed, and almost all had 
three elements:
 • animal sacrifices followed by a banquet to eat the meat
 • processions
 • competitions involving plays or athletic events.

The Agora
The Agora was an open, tree-lined square surrounded by public buildings. It was both a commercial and 
political centre. Athenian men spent much of their day in the Agora, where a great variety of activities took 
place. People could buy a wide range of goods. Women looked after the affairs of the home and usually did 
not go to public places such as the Agora. Instead, they sent their slaves to do the shopping.

Shoppers could buy oil lamps and hire cooking vessels. They bought fish, olive oil, garlic and onions for 
cooking. There were barbers, and cobblers to make and repair shoes.

Bankers played an important role in a city whose wealth was based on trade. In one part of the Agora, 
slaves and horses were displayed for sale. The large-scale production of pottery took place in a special area 
near the western wall.

SOURCE 2 A modern artist’s representation of the Agora, which was the political, legal, commercial and social 
heart of Athens

Public buildings around the Agora included the
law courts (Heliaea), the mint and the military
headquarters (Strategeion).

The mass
of men
provided an
audience for
philosophers
such as
Socrates
and his pupil
Plato.

To build columns, people
used ropes and pulleys to hoist
blocks of stone into position.
Metal rods joined the blocks.

Plays were �rst held in the Agora
and later in special amphitheatres.
They began as religious ceremonies
in honour of Dionysus, the god of
wine and merriment.

Slaves were bought and sold in the
Agora. A highly skilled slave might
cost 6000 drachma; a simple wooden
couch might cost 20 drachma. A
drachma was the main silver coin of
the ancient Greeks.
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The Acropolis
The Acropolis was the highest point in Athens and buildings on it could be seen from all over the city. A 
long road called the Panathenia Way wound its way from the Agora up to the top of the Acropolis. This 
road was named after the Panathenia, a major festival held every four years in honour of the goddess 
Athene, the goddess of Athens.

In early times the Acropolis was a fort but, in the fifth century BCE it was the religious centre of Athens. 
Many temples were built here, the most famous being the Parthenon, which housed a statue of Athene.

Athenian women
Even though Athene was a woman and the main deity worshipped in Athens, Athenian women had few 
rights. This was the same in other Greek states. While boys learned to read and write, slaves taught girls 
domestic duties such as spinning and weaving.

Apart from some religious ceremonies and festivals in which men and women both took part, most of the 
women’s life would be restricted to the home. Only the men were involved in the day-to-day government 
of the city, and any shopping that had to be done in the Agora was done by slaves. Even at night the men, 
rather than stay at home, would often prefer to have dinners and long discussions. The only women present 
were unmarried women who were there to serve and entertain them.

Marriage
A girl’s future was decided between her father and the groom’s father. This was often done while she was 
a young girl. The father would say, ‘I give you this girl for the ploughing of legitimate children’ and this 
would be a legal bond.

The girl would remain with her parents until the actual wedding celebration — the gamos — which 
would take place when she was aged around 15. On the evening before the wedding, the girl would dedi-
cate her toys to the goddess Artemis. Both she and the groom would be given a ritual bath in water from a 
sacred spring.

On the morning of the wedding itself, the houses of the bride and groom were decorated with branches 
of olive and laurel. The bride’s family held a sacrifice followed by a banquet. Traditional food was served, 
including sesame cakes, which were believed to stimulate fertility.

In the evening, the bride would leave her parents’ house for the last time. She would be taken in a formal 
torchlight procession to the groom’s house. From this time on, she was considered the property of the 
groom and his family.

SOURCE 3 A coloured engraving c.1866 that shows an ancient Greek wedding procession; a bride is being 
escorted to the home of her new husband, after a wedding feast at her parents’ home
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 2b.5.2 Sparta 
 Spartan women 
 Although women could not vote, they enjoyed a much greater degree 
of freedom than women in other Greek states. With male Spartans 
spending so much time in the military, women were responsible 
for running the farms and supervising the helots. Spartan women 
could also own their own land, and it has been estimated that about 
one-third of Spartan women did so. They could also inherit land if 
there was no male heir. Both physical and intellectual training was 
considered important so they could become the mothers of strong 
soldiers. Plutarch wrote of exercises such as ‘wrestling, running, 
throwing the quoit and casting the dart’. 

 Gorgo was the wife of Leonidas, the king who died at 
 Thermopylae. When a foreign woman said to her that the Spartan 
women were the only women in Greece who could control men, 
Gorgo’s reply was, ‘With good reason, for we are the only women 
who bring forth real men.’  

 Spartan warriors 
 Although Sparta fi rst organised its army to defend against its 
internal enemies — the helots — the same army could also be used to fi ght other Greek states or to defend 
Greece itself. The military abilities of the Spartans became legendary, as in the Battle of Thermopylae in 
480 BCE, when the Spartans fought against the invading Persians (see  section 2b.6 ). 

 The production of Spartan warriors started from birth. The Greek historian Plutarch, writing in about 100 
CE, said that the children were not restrained but left to run free. They had to eat whatever food they were 
given and were trained not to be afraid of the dark or of being left alone. 

 Boys left home at the age of seven and were trained in barracks. Although they did learn to read and 
write, the focus was on physical activities. One exercise was to send a group of boys into the countryside 
without any food or supplies. The only way to survive would have been to steal food, but if they were 
caught there was severe punishment. Some sources claimed that their purpose was to kill helots to instil 
fear in them and keep them under control. These would be skills that were very important in real fi ghting. 

 From the age of 18, young Spartan males were grouped into army-like formations and entered military 
service at the age of 20. Even though they could now marry, they could not live at home with their wives, 
but were arranged in groups of 15 men, who did everything together. They lived together in barracks and 
shared common meals. The only way they could see their wives was to sneak away during the night and 
return undetected early in the morning. When they reached the age of 30, they became full citizens but until 
they turned 60 they were still eligible to be called up for military service.   

  SOURCE 4  A bronze statue of a 
Spartan woman, probably exercising. 
Note the strong body and the short 
skirt. Greek women generally were 
fully covered.  

  SOURCE 5  The Greek writer Plutarch wrote the following about Sparta in approximately 100 CE, but used 
sources written hundreds of years earlier. 

  Raising boys  
 It was not permissible for each father to bring up and educate his son in the way he chose. Instead [at] the age 
of seven they were distributed into troops. The boys learned to read and write no more than was necessary. 
Otherwise their whole education was aimed at developing smart obedience, perseverance under stress, 
and victory in battle. So as they grew older they intensifi ed their physical training, and got into the habit of 
cropping their hair, going barefoot, and exercising naked. From the age of twelve they never wore a tunic, and 
were given only one cloak a year. Their bodies were rough, and knew nothing of baths or oiling: only on a few 
days in the year did they experience such delights. They slept together by squadron and troop on mattresses 
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2b.6 Greeks at war
2b.6.1 Invasion
The fifth century BCE in Greece — and especially in Athens — was one of great cultural achievements, but 
it was also marked by long periods of warfare. Sometimes this involved fighting against a foreign enemy. 
Other times it involved alliances of states fighting each other — one alliance led by Athens and one led by 

which they made up for themselves from the tips of reeds growing along the River Eurotas, broken off by hand 
without the help of any iron blade.
Raising girls
He toughened the girls physically by making them run and wrestle and throw the discus and javelin. Thereby 
their children in embryo would make a strong start in strong bodies and would develop better, while the 
women themselves would also bear their pregnancies with vigour and would meet the challenge of childbirth 
in a successful, relaxed way . . . He made young girls no less than young men grow used to walking nude in 
processions, as well as to dancing and singing at certain festivals with the young men present and looking on. 
On some occasions the girls would make fun of each of the young men, helpfully criticizing their mistakes . . . 
There was nothing disreputable about the girls’ nudity. It was altogether modest, and there was no hint of 
immorality. Instead it encouraged simple habits and an enthusiasm for physical fitness, as well as giving the 
female sex a taste of masculine gallantry, since it too was granted equal participation in both excellence and 
ambition.

From R.J.A. Talbert (translator), Plutarch on Sparta,  
Penguin, London, 1988.

2b.5.2 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What would be the main differences between the houses of a wealthy Greek and a poorer Greek?
2. Prepare a menu for a typical day’s meals in ancient Greece.
3. What were the three elements shared by most religious festivals?
4. What would a person in Australia today consider the three most unusual things about an Athenian 

marriage?
5. (a) Draw a mind map of the qualities that were thought important for Spartan men to have.

 (b) What characteristics would be considered serious faults in a Spartan man?
6. What things could Spartan women do that were not possible for women in other Greek states?

Develop source skills
7. Examine the drawing of an ancient Greek house in SOURCE 1, and answer the following questions:

(a) Which three rooms formed the women’s quarters?
(b) What does this separation show us about the role of women in Greek society?
(c) From the drawing and text, describe the building materials used for houses.
(d) Compare the ancient Greek house with your own house. Explain the similarities and differences.

8. Examine SOURCE 3 and the text. Imagine you are the bride, and describe what is happening. Write this as 
a diary entry for your wedding day. Include as many details as you can, such as the time, where you have 
been, who is with you, what they are carrying and where you are going.

9. Write down a list of things that SOURCES 4 and 5 tell us about Spartan society.
10. Read the text and SOURCE 5 to answer the following questions.

(a) How did the training of boys help to develop the ideal Spartan qualities?
(b) What might women today see as the advantages and disadvantages of living in ancient Sparta?
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Sparta. Two of our early examples of historical 
writing come from Greeks trying to understand 
the reasons behind some of the great wars of 
the time. 

 2b.6.2 The fi rst Persian attack, 
490 BCE 
 Greeks on the western coast of the Aegean Sea 
shared a border with Persia. At this time, the 
Persians were the greatest empire in the region. 
The Persians accused Athens of helping their 
fellow Greeks in the east in a revolt against 
the Persian rulers. In 490 BCE, the Persians 
decided to punish the Athenians. They sailed 
across the Aegean, attacked cities on the island 
of Euboea, and then landed on the coast of 
Attica at Marathon. 

 The Athenians, aided by soldiers from the 
neighbouring state of Plataea, marched out to 
Marathon to prevent the Persians entering the narrow passes 
leading to Athens. There was a stalemate for a few days but 
then the Athenians, despite being heavily outnumbered by 
the  Persians, launched a sudden attack on the invaders and 
forced them back to their boats.  

 Hoplites 
 Greek military equipment and strategies were factors in the 
success at Marathon. Before 1000 BCE, only bronze was 
used to make weapons but, as people discovered how to 
obtain iron, many changes took place in warfare. 

 The Greek soldiers were called  hoplites . This name came 
from the Greek word  hoplon , meaning ‘heavy armour’, which 
they wore for protection. Their metal helmets had a section 
in the front to protect the nose, and on top was a plume made 
from horsehair. Hoplites wore a leather waistcoat, laced at 
the front, with iron scales attached; this was lighter than the 
earlier bronze breastplates, and later the leather was replaced 
by linen. Their lower legs were protected by shin armour, or 
greaves. The original bronze greaves were replaced in the 
fi fth century BCE by leather ones. The hoplites’ last item of 
protection was a circular shield made of wood and covered 
with bronze, which was attached to their left arm with a strap. 
When they went into battle they carried a 2.4-metre spear, 
which could be used for thrusting or thrown as a javelin, and 
a short sword for closer fi ghting.  

 A hoplite fi ghting alone would not be protected from an attack on his right side and so the Greeks 
developed a formation known as a  phalanx . Soldiers stood side by side, each man holding his shield 

  SOURCE 2  An artist’s impression of a 
Greek hoplite  

  SOURCE 1  Map showing the two Persian invasions 
and the sites of some of the major battles  
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in his left hand in front of himself. 
This protected not only him but also 
the sword arm of his neighbour to 
the left. Such disciplined fighting 
required long periods of training. In 
Sparta this continued until a soldier 
was 30  years old. In Athens at the 
age of 18, every citizen went through 
two years of compulsory military 
service as preparation for citizen-
ship. This period of training was 
called an ephebos, and the individ-
uals were known as ephebes.

2b.6.3 The Second Persian Invasion 480–479 BCE
The defeat at Marathon in 490 BCE only made the Persians more determined to launch a new attack, and 
this time with much larger forces. This new attack took place ten years later in 480 BCE, when the Persian 
king Xerxes led two armies into Greece — one army on land and one at sea. Historians have estimated that 
the Persians had about 200 000 soldiers in their army and a navy of 600 to 700 ships.

Battle of Thermopylae
By August 480 BCE, the land forces of Xerxes were just north of Attica, while his fleet was moored nearby 
off the island of Euboea. To enter southern Greece, the Persian army had to pass through Thermopylae, 
where the mountains came almost down to the sea, leaving a narrow strip of land only about two chariots 
wide.

The pass was defended by a relatively small force of 7000 Greeks, led by the Spartan king, Leonidas. 
The Greeks fought valiantly for two days but on the night of the second day, the Persians were shown a 
pass over the mountain that allowed them to bring troops around behind the Greeks. Leonidas, sensing 
defeat, sent most of the troops away but he and 300 Spartans fought valiantly to slow down the Persian 
advance. All but two of the Spartans were killed.

War at sea — the trireme
Ships played a crucial role in 
defending Greece from the Persian 
attacks. Their first battleships were 
 pentekonters (ships with 25 oarsmen 
on each side) but most of these had 
been replaced by triremes.

Triremes were about 35 metres 
long and 5 metres wide. They had 
two square sails but during battle 
they relied on the power of their 
170 oarsmen, arranged in three 
rows on each side of the ship. 
Rowing together, and kept in time 
by a piper, they could be driven 
 forward at a speed of 18 kilometres 
an hour.

SOURCE 3 Hoplites in a phalanx formation

SOURCE 4 Photograph of a reconstruction of a trireme. This view 
shows (a) the three levels of oars that powered the trireme and (b) the 
beak or battering ram on the front of the boat.

( b) (a)
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 They had a bronze-sheathed 
ram just below the waterline 
and they would ram this into the 
side of an enemy ship, punching 
a hole below the waterline and 
sinking it.  

 2b.6.4 Salamis — 
a naval battle 
 The naval battle of Salamis was a 
turning point in the war between 
the Greeks and the Persians. It 
was the fi rst clear victory for the 
Greeks in the Second Persian 
Invasion of Greece.    

Mt Aegaleos

MEGARIS

ATTICA

Piraeus

Athens

Phaleron

Megara

Salamis

Eleusis

Salamis
Atlante

Psyttalea
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Saronic  Gul f

Gul f  o f  E leus is

  SOURCE 5  Map showing the positions of the Greek and Persian fl eets 
before the Battle of Salamis  
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  SOURCE 6  An extract from a play called  The Persians  by Aeschylus (c.525–450 BCE) in which he describes 
the Battle of Salamis from a Persian point of view. This means that when he writes ‘they’ he is actually referring 
to the Greeks. Aeschylus fought at the Battle of Marathon and probably also fought at Salamis. His play was 
performed eight years after the battle, and people in his audience may have fought in the battle.  

  From the Heinemann and Harvard University Press edition 
of  Aeschylus  ,  translated by Herbert Weir Smyth, 1963.

  Order of 
events    Places  

 1 The trumpet with its blast fi red  all the [Greek] line; and instantly, at the word of 
command, with the even stroke of foaming oars they smote the briny deep. 

 (A) 

 2 Swiftly they all hove clear into view.  Their right wing, well marshalled, led on 
foremost in orderly advance, next their whole armament bore out against us, and 
. . . a mighty shout greeted our ears: ‘On ye sons of Hellas! Free your native land, 
free your children, your wives, the [temples] of your fathers’ gods, and the tombs 
of your ancestor. Now you battle for your all’ . . . 

 3 It was a ship of Hellas that began the charge  and sheared off entire the curved 
stern of a Phoenician barque. Each [Greek] captain drove his ship straight against 
some other ship. At fi rst, indeed, the . . . 

Hellas  is the 
name the 
Greeks gave 
their country. 

 4  Persian armament held its own; but  when the mass of our ships had been crowded 
in the narrows, and none could render another aid, and each crashed its bronze-
faced beak against each of its own line , they [broke] their whole array of oars; while 
the [Greek] galleys . . . hemmed them in and battered them on every side. The 
hulls of our vessels rolled over and the sea was . . . strewn . . . with wrecks and 
slaughtered men. The shores and reefs were crowded with our dead . . . 

 (B)  Locate 
this on the 
map. 

 5  But, as if our men were tunnies or some haul of fi sh,  the foe kept striking and 
hacking them with broken oars and fragments of wrecked ships ; and groans and 
shrieks together fi lled the open sea until . . . night hid the scene . . . the [Greeks] 
bounded from their ships and encircled the whole island round about, so that our 
men were at a loss which way to turn. Oft-time they were struck by stones slung 
from their hands, and arrows . . . 

 (C)  Locate 
this on the 
map. 

 6   At last the [Greeks], charging with one shout, smote them and hacked to pieces the 
limbs of the poor wretches, until they had utterly destroyed the life of all.  
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  SOURCE 7  An account of the Battle of Salamis by the Greek historian Herodotus (c.484–425 BCE). Herodotus 
was about four years old when the battle took place and about 50 when he fi nished the book in which he 
describes the battle.  

  From  Herodotus: The Histories  ,  translated by 
Aubrey de Sélincourt, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1954, pp. 526–30 . 

  Order of 
events      Places  
  1, 2 
   3 
   4  

 The  whole [Greek] fl eet now got under way , and  in a moment the Persians were on 
them . The Greeks checked their way and  began to back astern ; and they were on the 
point of running aground when Ameinias of Pallene, in charge of an Athenian ship,  drove 
ahead and rammed an enemy vessel . Seeing the two ships . . . locked together, the rest 
of the Greek fl eet hurried to Ameinias’s assistance, and the general action began . . . 
the Persian fl eet suffered severely in the battle . . . because they were ignorant of naval 
tactics, and fought at random without any proper disposition of their force, while the 
Greek fl eet worked together as a whole; none the less, they fought well that day . . . 

 (D) 

  5  The greatest destruction took place when  the ships which had been fi rst engaged 
turned tail ; for those astern fell foul of them in their attempt to press forward and do 
some service for their king . . . Xerxes watched the course of the battle from the base 
of Mt Aegaleos, across the strait from Salamis . . . When the Persians . . . were trying 
to get back to Phalerum, the Aeginetan squadron, which was waiting to catch them in 
the narrows, did memorable service. The enemy was in hopeless confusion; such ships 
as offered resistance or tried to escape were cut to pieces by the Athenians, while the 
Aeginetans caught and disabled those which attempted to get clear . . . 

  (E) 

 (F)  

  6    Such of the Persian ships as escaped destruction made their way back to Phalerum  . . . 
 During the confused struggle in the narrows a valuable service was performed by the 
Athenian Aristides . . . He took a number of the Athenian heavy infantry, who were 
posted along the coast of Salamis, across to Psyttalea,  where they killed every one of 
the Persian soldiers who had been landed there  . . .  

 (G) 

  2b.6.5 Skill builder: Perspectives and interpretations 
 The way people describe particular historical events depends on their particular perspective, or point of view. 
When looking at written sources from the past, we can learn more about the perspective of the writer by asking 
the ‘W’ questions: Who? Why? What? When? Where? Doing this can help us compare sources, and gain a 
deeper understanding of events seen from different points of view. 

 Step 1:  Who and why?  
 What do we know about the author of the source? Source captions often contain clues to help you answer 

these questions. 
 Step 2:  What, where and when?  
 What events does the writer say occurred? In which location and in what order? 
 Step 3:  Comparing sources  
 Answering the ‘W’ questions for different sources about the same event helps you to compare these 

sources — what aspects of the event do the authors agree on? What is different in their accounts? What can we 
conclude about the usefulness of the sources?  SOURCES 6  and  7  are two written sources about the Battle of 
Salamis, both written within fi fty years of the battle. Answer the ‘W’ questions for both sources, comparing the 
sources and identifying the authors’ perspectives on this event.   

Deepen and check your understanding of the topic with the 
following resources and auto-marked questions:

 �        Persian Wars  
 �   Peloponnesian Wars   
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2b.6 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What new metal changed the way Greek soldiers were equipped for fighting?
2. Why did the Greeks decide that Thermopylae was a possible site for stopping the Persian advance?
3. How did the Persians manage to trap the Greek army at Thermopylae?
4. What image of the Spartan soldier is presented by the events at Thermopylae?

Develop source skills
5. From the text and the photograph of a trireme (SOURCE 4), describe three features that made it such a 

powerful fighting weapon.
6. Using the guidelines below, identify and explain the authors’ perspectives in SOURCES 6 and 7 by answering 

the questions for each of the sources.
 Step 1: Who and why?

(a) How close in time did each of these two people live to the events they described?
(b) Where might they each have obtained their information and how reliable might it be?
(c) What might each writer have been trying to achieve by writing his account?

 Step 2: Where and when?
(d) On a copy of the map in SOURCE 5, match the description of events highlighted in the sources with a 

place on the map. Use one colour for events described by Aeschylus (A–C) and a different colour for 
those described by Herodotus (D–G).

(e) The numbers beside each source indicate an event during the battle. For each source, write down the 
numbers and beside each write the event described.

 Step 3: Comparing the two sources
(f) From what you have done, make a list of what each writer agrees on.
(g) Make another list of the main differences in the accounts.
(h) What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of each document as a historical source?

Comprehension and communication
7. Prepare a front page of a newspaper that might have appeared in Athens the day after one of the famous 

battles of the Persian Wars. You may use publishing software for your layout. Base your report on the Battle 
of Thermopylae or Salamis, or research another battle such as Marathon. You will need to think about:
(a) a name and date for your newspaper
(b) a clear headline that makes the main point
(c) an article providing background for your readers
(d) a map showing the location of the battle
(e) an artist’s sketch of a scene from the battle.
(f) an interview with someone involved in the battle.

2b.7 The Greek legacy
2b.7.1 Heritage of ancient Greece
We have already seen the contribution the ancient Greeks made to political life through Athenian democ-
racy. Many things we value today also have their origins in classical Greece, including aspects of literature, 
theatre, philosophy and architecture.

The period from about 500 to 250 BCE also marks the beginning of what we call a scientific view of the 
world. Ancient Greeks, including Pythagoras, Anaxagoras, Hippocrates and Archimedes, were responsible 
for advances in mathematics, science and medicine.
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 2b.7.2 Greek philosophy 
 Socrates (c.469–399 BCE) was the most famous of the Greek philosophers. 
He was prepared to be a martyr — to die rather than give up his beliefs. 
Living the life of a normal Athenian citizen, he served with distinction in 
many battles during the Peloponnesian War. He married late in life and had 
three sons, the last being born after his death. 

 Socrates carried out his philosophy by continually questioning people, 
encouraging them to critically examine their beliefs and to see if they were 
founded on logic. The unexamined life, he said, was not worth living. Unlike 
most philosophers, he wrote nothing down. We know his beliefs only through 
his young disciples, such as Plato, who recorded his discussions.  

 Others, however, were not impressed. By encouraging young men to 
question widely held beliefs and by opposing popular political decisions 
that he considered morally wrong, Socrates made himself unpopular in 
Athens. In 399 BCE, Socrates was charged with ‘corruption of the young’ 
and ‘neglect of the gods whom the city worshipped’. In court he refused 
to take seriously either the charges or the call for a death penalty. On a 
majority vote he was sentenced to death by drinking the poison hemlock. 

 Plato was aged 25 when Socrates died. He went on to become another 
key philosopher, and his experiences of what happened to Socrates led him 
to be critical of what majority rule could achieve in a democracy. 

 2b.7.3 Greek theatre 
 Theatre in the western world had its origins in ancient Greece. Two older 
traditions came together in Athens in the fi fth century BCE. The fi rst of 
these was the epic poem — a long story in verse, telling of the activi-
ties of men and gods. Examples of epic poems include Homer’s  Iliad  and 
 Odyssey . The second tradition consisted of the songs and dances carried 
out during religious ceremonies, in which masks were sometimes used so 
that characters could represent gods.  

 These two traditions came together in the great festival of Dionysus held 
in Athens in early spring (late March/early April) to celebrate the end of 
winter. It was held in a theatre built into the cliff on the southern side 
of the Acropolis. The fes-
tival began with a proces-
sion in which a wooden 
statue of Dionysus (the 
god of wine, revelry and 
ecstasy) was carried. Also 
in the procession were 
elaborately dressed men, 
who would later lead the 
chorus in the poetry com-
petition held on the day. 
Sacrifi cial bulls were also 
in the procession. They 
were sacrifi ced after the 
chorus and a feast was 
held.  

  SOURCE 1  A bust of 
Socrates  

  SOURCE 2  A model of 
a king’s mask from a 
tragedy. Masks were large 
so that people in the back 
could see the features, 
but the masks may also 
have amplifi ed the sound.  

  SOURCE 3  Modern artist’s impression of what a Greek theatre may have 
looked like  
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 Comedies and tragedies 
 One day of the festival of Dionysus was devoted to comedies, which could make fun of the gods, the customs 
of the Athenians, or individuals such as Pericles and Socrates. Aristophanes was a famous comic playwright. 

 The next three days of the festival were devoted to tragedies. Each day, one playwright presented three 
of his plays, which told stories about the gods and humans. After the third day, the panel of fi ve judges 
announced the winner. According to tradition, the fi rst tragedy ever presented was in 534 BCE. The play 
was by Thespis, and his prize was a goat. This may be the origin of the word  tragedy , which in Greek 
means ‘goat song’. 

 Early Greek tragedies, such as those written by Aeschylus, Euripides and Sophocles, often dealt with a 
subject from a legend. They might be about a battle from the Trojan War or the gods punishing great men 
who had too much pride. In the tragedy  Antigone  by Sophocles, Antigone is the niece of King Creon of 
Thebes. Her brother Polyneices is killed fi ghting against Thebes. King Creon decrees that if anyone tries to 
bury Polyneices, the penalty will be death. However, Antigone chooses loyalty to her brother over loyalty 
to the state. By the end of the play, Antigone has committed suicide and Creon’s son and wife are dead. 

 The tragedies were followed by  satyrs . These were crude comedies, often relying on sexual humour, and 
one of their functions could have been to release the tension after three days of tragedies. The characters in 
satyrs wore masks and had animal skins over their naked bodies. 

 2b.7.4 Mathematics and science 
 In the beginning of scientifi c thought, science and myth were mixed together. As science developed, many 
Greeks felt their religious view of the world was under attack. We can see some of these developments in 
the lives of these famous Greek thinkers. 

 Pythagoras (c.582–500 BCE) and the 
Pythagoreans 
 Pythagoras was born on the island of Samos in the 
Aegean Sea but settled in a Greek colony in southern 
Italy around 530 BCE. Here he founded a school with 
religious, political and scientifi c aims. 

 Pythagoras and his followers believed in reincarna-
tion and in the importance of leading a pure, moral 
and simple life. They were among the fi rst people 
to consider that the Earth might be a sphere rather 
than fl at, and were very interested in the properties 
of numbers and of triangles. Although he was not 
the fi rst to outline the idea, Pythagoras is credited 
with the discovery of what is known as Pythagoras’ 
 Theorem (see   SOURCE 4 ), which deals with the rela-
tionship between the sides of a right-angled triangle.  

 Anaxagoras (c.499–428 BCE) 
 Anaxagoras grew up on the east coast of the Aegean 
Sea in what is now part of Turkey. He was the fi rst 
to bring the ideas of the Pythagoreans to Athens, in 
about 480 BCE. He also explained how an eclipse of 
the sun took place when the moon was in a direct line 
between the Earth and the sun. 

 However his ideas were not popular among the general population of Athens, and he was imprisoned 
because he claimed that the sun was not a god but a red-hot rock. It was only through his friendship with 

The longest
side is
called the
hypotenuse.

Find the
total of the
pebbles in
these two
squares.

Count the pebbles
in this square.
Compare the total
with the combined
total below.

The longest
side is
called the
hypotenuse.

Find the
total of the
pebbles in
these two
squares.

Count the pebbles
in this square.
Compare the total
with the combined
total below.

  SOURCE 4  Pythagoras’ Theorem states that the 
square of the length of the longest side of a right-
angled triangle is equal to the sum of the squares 
of the other two sides. (To square a number is to 
multiply it by itself.)  
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Pericles (see section 2b.10) that he was able to escape Athens. He was also interested in mathematical prob-
lems, and while in prison he tried to solve the problem of ‘squaring the circle’ — using a compass and ruler 
to draw a square with the same area as a circle.

Hippocrates (c.460–377 BCE)
Hippocrates practised medicine on the island of Kos in the Aegean Sea. He believed that illness was a con-
sequence of natural conditions rather than actions of gods. He made regular notes of a patient’s symptoms 
such as pulse, pain, temperature and excretions in order to diagnose an illness, track its progress and hope-
fully cure the patient. The regular taking of observations is still practised in hospitals today.

Ancient doctors took the Hippocratic oath — a promise to keep their patients from harm and injus-
tice and respect the patient’s privacy. A modern form of this oath was written in 1964 by Louis Lasagne, 
 Academic Dean of the School of Medicine at Tufts University in the USA.

SOURCE 5 Selections from the classical Hippocratic oath

I swear by Apollo Physician and Asclepius and Hygieia and Panaceia and all the gods and goddesses, making 
them my witnesses, that I will fulfil according to my ability and judgment this oath and this covenant:

To hold him who has taught me this art as equal to my parents and to live my life in partnership with him, 
and if he is in need of money to give him a share of mine, and to regard his offspring as equal to my brothers in 
male lineage and to teach them this art — if they desire to learn it — without fee and covenant . . .

I will apply dietetic measures for the benefit of the sick according to my ability and judgment; I will keep them 
from harm and injustice.

I will neither give a deadly drug to anybody who asked for it, nor will I make a suggestion to this effect. 
Similarly I will not give to a woman an abortive remedy. In purity and holiness I will guard my life and my art.

I will not use the knife, not even on sufferers from stone, but will withdraw in favour of such men as are 
engaged in this work.

Whatever houses I may visit, I will come for the benefit of the sick, remaining free of all intentional injustice, of 
all mischief and in particular of sexual relations with both female and male persons, be they free or slaves.

What I may see or hear in the course of the treatment or even outside of the treatment in regard to the life of 
men, which on no account one must spread abroad, I will keep to myself, holding such things shameful to be 
spoken about.

If I fulfil this oath and do not violate it, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and art, being honoured with fame 
among all men for all time to come; if I transgress it and swear falsely, may the opposite of all this be my lot.

From The Hippocratic Oath: Text, Translation, and Interpretation,  
translated by Ludwig Edelstein, Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1943.

SOURCE 6 An artist’s impression of the pumping 
device thought to have been invented by Archimedes

Archimedes (c.285–211 BCE)
Archimedes was a scientist, mathematician and 
inventor. He discovered why objects can float 
and invented a pumping device to raise water 
for  irrigation. This pumping device, illustrated 
in SOURCE 6, consisted of a long wooden screw 
inside a barrel. The bottom end of the pump 
was placed in the water source — usually below 
ground level. A slave turned the screw using a 
handle at the top. Water was sucked up through 
the grooves of the screw and spilt out into a con-
tainer at the top. Metal versions of these pumps 
are still in use today. They are still considered 
to be an efficient way to raise large volumes of 
water over a long period of time.
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2b.7 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. What two things made Socrates unpopular in Athens?
2. Why was the philosopher Plato critical of democratic government?
3. What were two types of performance that developed into Greek theatre?
4. List two ways in which Greek plays were connected with religious festivals.
5. List the special features of each of the following.

(a) Comedies
(b) Tragedies
(c) Satyrs

6. Match each of the people in column A with their important contribution to our cultural heritage in column B.

7. List three important contributions Hippocrates and his followers made to our understanding of medicine.

Develop source skills
8. Look at SOURCES 2 and 3 to answer the following questions.

(a) What evidence do these sources provide about how plays were staged in ancient Greece?
(b) What is another aspect of ancient history that these sources could provide evidence about?
(c) What was the meaning of skena and orchestra in the Greek theatre? What are their meanings today?

9. Obtain some stick-on dots. Use these like pebbles on two circles of equal diameter to investigate the ratio 
between:
(a) the circumference of a circle and its diameter
(b) the area of a circle and its radius.
 The following diagrams show you how to start.

(a) Diameter/circumference (b) Area

10. Carefully study the Hippocratic oath (SOURCE 5) and answer the following questions.
(a) What evidence is there that there was still a strong belief in the gods?
(b) What are three statements a modern doctor would still accept?
(c) What are two things a modern doctor would not be likely to accept?

11. Write an advertisement that promotes Archimedes’ device for raising water (see SOURCE 6). Include a 
diagram of how it works and a description of its benefits.

Column A Column B

1. Pythagoras a. Machines

2. Anaxagoras b. Medicine

3. Hippocrates c. Explaining the eclipse

4. Archimedes d. Mathematics
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  2b.8  Greek religion 
 2b.8.1 Greek gods 
 The Greeks had many gods, and particular gods played important roles in all aspects of a person’s life. You 
would call on Demeter for success in growing crops, Hera for a successful marriage, and Ares if you were 
going to war. A farmer might call on Demeter at a tiny shrine in his fi eld, or people involved in a major city 
festival might sacrifi ce hundreds of oxen to Zeus. 

 Greek gods were not perfect: they loved, fought and argued like humans. But they differed from humans 
by being immortal — being able to live forever. Twelve gods in particular came to prominence: they were 
called the Olympians, after their home at Mount Olympus in northern Greece (see  SOURCE 1 in section 2b:3  
for its location). All Olympians were descended from Cronos and Rhea, and they were either brothers and 
sisters of Zeus or his children by various mothers.  

 The importance of Zeus 
and Hera 
 Zeus and Hera were seen as the most 
important of the gods living on Mount 
Olympus. The Olympic Games were ded-
icated to Zeus, and his power was seen in 
thunder. However, Hera, who was both the 
wife and sister of Zeus, was in many ways 
seen as his equal. She sent clouds and rain, 
and Greeks believed that very strong winds 
were the result of quarrels between her and 
Zeus, especially over Zeus’s many affairs 
with other goddesses. As the only lawful 
wife of Zeus, her most important role was 
as the goddess of marriage. Women also 
called on her for help in childbirth. 

 Athene 
 Athene was the goddess of Athens. Leg-
ends of her birth and life show us that the 
Athenians considered her very important 
in their lives.  

 Athene was the daughter of Zeus but was 
born in an unusual manner. She emerged 
fully grown and fully armed from the head 
of Zeus when Hephaestus, the god of met-
alworkers, cut open Zeus’s head with his 
double-sided axe. Having been born in this 
way, she had many features: 
 •    She was regarded as the goddess of 

wisdom, as well as of the arts and crafts.  
 •   Having been born fully armed, she was 

also the goddess of war and protector of 
Athens.  

Sky gods
Zeus and Hera, king and
queen of heaven
Atlas, sky bearer
Helios, god of the sun
Nyx, goddess of the night
Selene, goddess of the moon

Earth gods
Gaea, goddess of the Earth
Demeter, goddess of agriculture
Dionysus, god of wine
Artemis, goddess of hunting
Horae, goddess of the seasons

Sea gods
Poseidon and Amphritite,
king and queen of the sea
Triton, herald of Poseidon

Underworld gods
Hades and Persephone, king
and queen of the underworld
Charon, ferryman of the dead

Other Olympian gods

Aphrodite, goddess of love
Apollo, god of music and prophecy
Ares, god of war

Athene, goddess of 
wisdom and war
Hephaestus, god of
metalworking
Hermes, messenger of
the gods

Zeus

Demeter

Poseidon

Hades

Athene

Zeus Selene, goddess of the moon

Demeter

Horae, goddess of the seasons

Underworld gods

Poseidon

Hades

  SOURCE 1  Gods and goddesses of ancient Greece. Names 
in red represent Olympian gods.  
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 •   Her birth was regarded like a virgin birth, and the temple on the 
Acropolis — the Parthenon — got its name from a 12-metre statue 
of her called  Athene Parthenos  (‘Athene as virgin’).   

 2b.8.2 Looking into the future 
 Greeks believed in divination: discovering from the gods what would 
happen in the future. This could take place in three ways: 
 •    shaking small pebbles or pieces of wood in a bowl and then 

drawing one out  
 •   studying the stars or the entrails of animals  
 •   consulting an oracle.   

 The most famous oracle was the one to the god Apollo at Delphi 
in northern Greece. Those wanting advice consulted the  pythia , an 
elderly virgin woman from the area. After paying for the right to 
consult and offer sacrifi ces, they would then go into the temple and 
make a second sacrifi ce before being brought into the special area. 
The pythia was out of sight, but priests prepared a written version of 
what she said. 

 The prophecies were of three kinds: 
 •    giving divine approval to treaties or constitutions  
 •   making religious pronouncements such as ordering a particular 

sacrifi ce to be made  
 •   making predictions about the future, but often in an ambiguous 

way — a way that could have more than one meaning.   

 2b.8.3 Burial practices 
 Greeks believed that it was very important to carry out burial practices carefully to ensure that the  psyche  
or soul would be guided into the afterlife and not left to fl oat around. The body’s mouth and eyes were 
closed to prevent the soul leaving the body. The body was carefully wrapped and put on display for two 
days while women, dressed in black, stood around wailing. Early on the third day the body was taken to the 
cemetery and placed in a tomb. In Athens the main cemetery was located just outside the city gates, on the 
northwest side. There were graves here from the eighth to the fi fth century BCE.    

  SOURCE 2  The goddess Athene, 
with plumed helmet and cloak 
with its band of writhing snakes  

  SOURCE 3  The Greek historian Herodotus tells a story about how an oracle could be misunderstood. 

 Croesus, King of Lydia, sent a message to the oracle: ‘Croesus asks you if he should march against Persia and 
if it would be wise to seek an alliance’. The oracle replied, ‘If Croesus attacked the Persians, he would destroy 
a great empire’. Croesus thought this meant that he would destroy Persia, but in fact he was defeated by 
Persia. The empire he destroyed was his own! 

  From Herodotus,  The Histories , translated by 
Aubrey de Sélincourt, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1954.UNCORRECTED P
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 2b.8 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note:  Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    What human qualities did Greek gods have?  
2.   What two things did the Olympians have in common?  
3.   What was divination and how might it be carried out?  
4.   Who was the pythia and what was her role?  
5.   Why was it important that all the correct rituals were carried out when burying someone?   

 Develop source skills 
6.    Study   SOURCE 1  . Imagine you are an ordinary Greek in ancient times. Which god or goddess would you 

pray to if: 
(a)    the Persians were about to attack your city  
(b)   your girlfriend had broken your heart  
(c)   you were a farmer who feared crop failure  
(d)   your child was afraid of thunder?    

7.   Read about the legends of Athene in the text and look at the statue of Athene (  SOURCE 2  ). What 
connections can you fi nd with each of the following? 
(a)    Wisdom  (b)   Arts and crafts  (c)   War     

 Comprehension and communication 
8.    Like verses from the oracles, horoscopes in newspapers and magazines are written ambiguously — they 

can be interpreted in different ways. 
(a)    Study the horoscope below. With a partner, point out different possible interpretations.  

(b)   Cut out an astrological guide for your partner’s star sign. Write your interpretation of your partner’s future, 
based on the astrologer’s writing.    

9.   List the process you would go through in consulting an oracle. Then use the steps in your list as the basis 
for acting out what happened. You will need: 
(a)    petitioner  
(b)   the pythia  
(c)   priests to write down the prophecy.    

10.   Make up a question that you might go to an oracle with, and then write a four-line poem that could be the 
oracle’s response. Remember, it should be ambiguous (able to be interpreted in different ways).   

 Leo (24 July to 23 August) 
   Jupiter’s presence indicates a week 
when you may travel far. However, your 
actions may have effects that are not 
what you intended. Have faith in an 
offer that is made to you. 

  2b.9  The Olympic Games 
 2b.9.1 The ancient Olympics 
 Although each of the Greek city-states valued their independence, they also liked to share what they had 
in common. One of the most important ways of doing this was through the Olympic Games. The games 
showed two aspects of what Greeks considered important: 
 •    the central role played by religion, as religious ceremonies and sacrifi ces were a very important part of 

the games  
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 • the importance of competition in Greek life 
(evidence of which is also in their drama and 
poetry contests; see section 2b.7).
The Greek Olympic Games were named after 

the site of Olympia on the eastern side of Greece. 
They were the most important of many four-
yearly festivals held at sacred sites throughout 
Greece. The Olympic Games were held in honour 
of Zeus, the chief of the Greek gods, and his statue 
of ivory and gold in the sanctuary at Olympia 
was 12 metres high. Considered one of the seven 
wonders of the ancient world, the statue had been 
made by the sculptor Phidias (c.500–432 BCE).

The Greeks considered the Olympic Games 
so important that they measured dates from the 
first Olympiad in 776 BCE, just as Christians 
date events from the birth of Jesus, and Muslims 
date events from when Mohammed travelled to 
Medina. The games were held between 6 August 
and 19 September during late summer and after 
the harvest. A sacred truce was observed during this period, and runners were sent to Greek cities to notify 
them of the starting of the truce. This allowed participants to travel safely to the games.

2b.9.2 Athletic events
The earliest games lasted for only one day, and some sources say that they were held at the time of the full 
moon, so that events could continue into the night. The only event in the earliest games in 776 BCE was the 
stade race. Competitors ran the length of the stade (stadium) — about 200 metres. Other events that were 
gradually added to the program were the diaulos, a race the length of two stades (724 BCE); the dolichos, 
a race the length of 24 stades (720 BCE); the pentathlon, in which the contestants competed in the sprint, 
long jump, javelin, discus and wrestling (708 BCE); boxing (688 BCE); chariot races around the 530-metre 
hippodrome (racehorse track) (680 BCE); and the pankration, a vicious blend of wrestling and boxing in 
which kicking and hitting were allowed (648 BCE).

7

9

16

8

1

2
3

4

6

i–xii

i–xii Treasuries

13

15

14

12
11

10

5

1.  Philippeion
2.  Prytaneion
3.  Heraion
4.  Pelopion

5.  Metroon  
6.  Temple of Zeus
7.  Hestia stoa
8. Theokoleon

9. Phidias’ workshop
10. Stadium
11. Echo stoa
12. Hellenistic building

13. Bouleuterion
14. South stoa
15. Leonidaion 
16. Altar of Zeus

SOURCE 1 A modern artist’s reconstruction of 
Olympia as it may have appeared around 450 BCE

SOURCE 2 Drawing from a marble statue base showing athletes taking part in a sporting event
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This increase in the number of 
events meant that later games were 
run over five days, but the first and 
last days were devoted to religious 
ceremonies. On the final day there 
was a solemn procession and a ban-
quet. There were no prizes of eco-
nomic value for the winners, just a 
wreath cut with a golden knife from 
the sacred olive tree. To the Greeks, 
this was the greatest honour a man 
could receive. On returning to his 
home city, the champion would be 
treated as a hero and given many 
prizes.

2b.9 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, 
go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

Check knowledge and understanding
1. Prepare a timeline covering the period 800–600 BCE. Indicate when the games started and when different 

events were added.

Develop source skills
2. Use SOURCE 1 to identify where:

(a) running events were held
(b) the Council would have met
(c) the two religious sites were.

SOURCE 4 The Greek historian Herodotus, writing in about 450 BCE, describes some features of the Olympic 
Games.

When Alexander [Alexander I of Macedonia] wished to compete, his Greek competitors tried to exclude him on 
the grounds that foreigners were not allowed to take part. Alexander, however, proved his Argive [from Argos] 
descent, and so was accepted as a Greek and allowed to enter for the foot race. He came in equal first . . .

While in exile [an Athenian, Cimon] had the good fortune to win the chariot race at Olympia . . . At the next 
games he won the prize again with the same team of mares, but this time waived his victory in favour of 
Pisistratus, and for allowing the latter to be proclaimed victor was given a promise of safety and leave to return 
to Athens . . .

When some Persians were told that the prize for which athletes competed in the Olympic Games was a 
wreath of olive leaves, one of them replied:

‘Good heavens, Mardonius, what kind of men are these that you have brought us to fight against — men who 
compete with one another for no material reward but only for honour.’

From Herodotus, The Histories, translated by  
Aubrey de Sélincourt, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1954.

SOURCE 3 Main entrance at the stadium of ancient Olympia
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  2b.10  Two famous Greeks 
 2b.10.1 Pericles (c. 495–429 BCE) 
 Pericles was an Athenian statesman who played a vital role in the 
 development of Athenian democracy and in the building program that created 
 classical Athens. He came from a wealthy and infl uential family. His father, 
 Xanthippus, was banished from Athens, but four years later (in 480–79 BCE) 
was recalled to act as a general in the fi ght against the second Persian inva-
sion. Pericles’ wealthy background is shown by his ability in 471 BCE, at the 
age of 23, to pay for the production of three plays by Aeschylus. Pericles’ 
education stressed the importance of calmness in the face of adversity but 
also the importance of taking control of events rather than leaving things to 
the gods.  

 Domestic policy 
 As a young adult, Pericles became the deputy of Ephialtes, a prominent pol-
itician who supported more democratic reforms. When Ephialtes was assas-
sinated in 461 BCE, Pericles became the leading fi gure in Athenian politics, 
and he remained so for most of the next thirty years. 

 He continued to press democratic reforms, such as paying men to act as 
jurors in the courts and offering free seating to the poor at drama festivals. 
He also supervised the rebuilding of Athens following its destruction by the 
Persians in 480 BCE. Work began in 447 BCE on the Parthenon and the gold and ivory statue of Athena 
that was to be placed inside, and such buildings remain as a tribute to him. 

 Foreign policy 
 In foreign policy Pericles put Athenian interests before those of other city-states. Despite Greece’s defeat 
of the Persian invasion in 479 BCE, Persia still remained strong, and a league of city-states led by Athens 
was formed to build up defences against a possible new attack. Instead of providing ships, city-states paid 
money into a defence fund. At fi rst this money was kept on the island of Delos, but in 454 BCE under 
 Pericles the treasury was moved to Athens. This money was used in the rebuilding of Athens. Pericles 
argued that since Athens was providing protection anyway it did not matter how the money was spent. 

 By 440 BCE there was increasing concern, led by Sparta, about the growing power of Athens. This even-
tually led to war in 431 BCE between Athens and its allies on the one hand and a Spartaled alliance on the 
other. This was known as the Peloponnesian War. 

 In the fi rst year of the war, Pericles led a naval expedition of 100 ships to attack coastal cities in the 
Spartan alliance. In the same year an epidemic reached Athens. Pericles was briefl y deposed as general but 

  SOURCE 1  A Roman 
copy of an earlier Greek 
statue of Pericles  

3. SOURCE 2   shows three events from the pentathlon. Identify which three of the fi ve pentathlon events are 
depicted.  

4.   Carefully read the extracts from Herodotus in   SOURCE 4   and make a list of: 
(a)    events described  
(b)   practices and customs associated with the games.     

 Comprehension and communication 
5.    Use the text and   SOURCE 1   to write about the important part that religion played in the Olympic Games. For 

evidence, look at buildings (which ones were associated with religion?) and ceremonies (on what days were 
they held?).   
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was restored soon after. However, the plague continued, with about a quarter of Athens’s population dying. 
The victims of the plague included Pericles’ two sons and eventually Pericles himself.

SOURCE 3 Section of a mosaic (created in about 
80 BCE) portraying Alexander at the Battle of Issus, 
333 BCE

SOURCE 2 The Greek historian Thucydides (c.460–400 BCE) gives his evaluation of Pericles.

… Pericles, because of his position, his intelligence and his known integrity, could respect the liberty of the 
people and at the same time hold them in check. It was he who led them, rather than they who led him, and, 
since he never sought power from any wrong motive, he was under no necessity of flattering them: in fact he 
was so highly respected that he was able to speak angrily to them and to contradict them … So, in what was 
nominally a democracy, power was really in the hands of the first citizen.

From Rex Warner (translator), Thucydides:  
History of the Peloponnesian War 2.65, Penguin, London, 1972, p. 164.

2b.10.2 Alexander the Great (356–323 BCE)
By the fourth century BCE, both Sparta and Athens had been weakened by the wars between them. 
 Macedonia, a mountainous state in northern Greece, now took a leading role. King Philip II of Macedonia 
(382–336 BCE) had a strong, tightly organised army and took advantage of fighting between the Greek 
states to bring most of Greece under his control. At the same time, he ensured that his son, Alexander, 
was well educated. Alexander’s teacher was 
the Greek philosopher, Aristotle, who taught 
him about science, medicine, literature and 
government.

After Philip II was assassinated in 336 BCE, 
Alexander was proclaimed king at the young 
age of 20. He was a strong leader and was 
determined to carry out his father’s wishes. 
He had possible rivals assassinated, and then 
marched south, forcing the Greek cities to 
submit to him. The following year, the city of 
Thebes tried to revolt, and when they refused 
to submit to him Alexander became very angry 
and destroyed the whole city, killing 6000 
men, women and children and selling the other 
30 000 into slavery. After this no other Greeks 
dared to rebel.

Alexander crossed the Aegean with an army of 35 000 with the aim of conquering Persia. He had his 
first victory against the Persian king Darius III at Issus (in modern Turkey) in 333 BCE and then marched 
through Palestine and Egypt, setting these people free from Persian rule. In 331 BCE he founded the great 
city of Alexandria in Egypt.

From here he led his army into the heart of the Persian Empire, conquering the cities of Babylon, Susa 
and finally Persepolis, the Persian capital located in the mountains of what is now northern Iran.

Alexander the Great’s empire was now the largest in the world, but he was still not satisfied. He decided 
to try to conquer India, where he met an army that included hundreds of war elephants — but once again 
he was victorious.

Alexander wanted his troops to march on, but after 11 years they had become tired. He was forced to go 
back to Persia. While in Babylon in 323 BCE, he died from a fever, aged 33.

Following Alexander’s death, the empire was divided up among his generals.
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   2b.11  Research project: Debate in the ecclesia 
 Numerous videos and interactivities are embedded just where you need them, at the point of learning, in
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. 

   2b.11.1 Scenario and task 
  You are all highly respected citizens of Athens. 
A number of proposals are to be debated in the 
ecclesia and you are each expected to be active in 
the debate. You will speak either in favour of or in 
opposition to the proposals of the day. It is pos-
sible that other Athenian citizens you know may 
also be speaking on these topics, either supporting 
or opposing your point of view. 

 Each student is required to create and deliver 
a speech of 400 words, covering two of these 
proposals, but fi rst you will help each other by 
forming groups to share research and debate the 
proposals in your activities panel. The speech you 
deliver should be historically accurate and appropriate to ancient Greek life. With the opportunity for only 
200 words on each proposal, you will need to research your speech carefully and deliver it succinctly. 

 Your speech may be delivered in class, with all students having the opportunity to debate their side of 
the proposals. 

 2b.10 Activities 
 To answer questions online and to receive  immediate feedback  and  sample responses  for every question, 
go to your learnON title at  www.jacplus.com.au .  Note:  Question numbers may vary slightly. 

 Check knowledge and understanding 
1.    What features of Pericles’ early life contributed to the position he held later?  
2.   How was Alexander’s father able to become powerful in Greece?  
3.   What things did Alexander learn about from his teacher Aristotle?   

 Develop source skills 
4.    Look carefully at   SOURCE 3  . What words would you use to describe the way the artist has portrayed 

Alexander?  
5.   Use internet sources or unit 1.21 of the  Jacaranda World History Atlas  to answer the following questions. 

(a)    From a modern map, name fi ve countries in existence today that would have been included in Alexander’s 
empire.  

(b)   Locate the city Bucephala and fi nd out what it was named after.  
(c)   Work out how far it was from Athens to Bucephala in a straight line. How does this compare with the 

distance from Perth to Sydney?  
(d)   How far was it from Ephesus to Memphis?    

6.   In evaluating the role and signifi cance of Pericles, two important questions arise. 
(a)    Was Pericles a democratic leader or a dictator in disguise?  
(b)   Was Pericles right to strengthen Athens and make it rich, even though this eventually led to a disastrous 

war with Sparta and its allies? Use   SOURCE 2   in this section,  SOURCE 5 in section 2b.4  and a variety of 
internet sources to prepare debating points for each side of the two questions posed.     
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 Alternatively, you could record your speech using 
Windows voice-recording software or a freeware pro-
gram such as Audacity or Garage Band      

     2b.11.2 Process 
 •    Watch the introductory video at the beginning of this 

subtopic. Then, working in small groups, undertake 
research to assist your argument in favour of each of 
the proposals of the day, which you will fi nd listed 
below. 
 – ‘Women should be eligible for citizenship.’ 
 – ‘The proposed monument to commemorate the 
defeat of the Persians at Thermopylae is too expen-
sive and should be abandoned as a civil project.’ 

 – ‘Sparta is a great threat and we should be preparing 
ourselves for war.’ 

 – ‘Athenian students should be compelled to study 
the ancient Minoan and Mycenaean civilisations so 
that they might become better citizens.’ 

 – ‘Greece should combine its city-states to better 
combat outside threats.’

 – ‘Girls should also be educated.’ 
 – ‘The erection of a statue to honour the great play-
wright Sophocles is a worthy task for our noblest 
sculptor.’

 – ‘The chariot race should be abandoned as an event at 
future Olympics.’

 •    Make notes about interesting facts and ideas that you discover about each of the proposal topics as 
you go.  

 •   To discover extra information, fi nd at least three sources. The weblinks in the Resources tab will help 
you get started.  

 •   When your research is complete, select the two proposals that you are most passionate about. These 
should be the proposals that you address in your speech.  

 •   Download the speech sample from the Resources tab. It provides an effective structure for your speech.  
 •   Write your fi rst draft in Word.  
 •   Have a peer editor comment on the effectiveness of your speech. Then re-draft your speech, if necessary, 

based on their feedback.  
 •   Rehearse, remembering that you are trying to persuade the audience to adopt your point of view. Speak 

more slowly than you would normally and pause for effect at key ideas.  
 •   Record or perform your fi nal speech.  
 •   Hand your fi nal written or recorded speech in to your teacher for assessment.   

Proposals of the day

 •    ‘Women should be eligible for 

citizenship.’  

 •   ‘The proposed monument to com-

memorate the defeat of the Persians 

at Thermopylae is too expensive 

and should be abandoned as a civil 

project.’  
 •   ‘Sparta is a great threat and we should 

be preparing ourselves for war.’  

 •   ‘Athenian students should be com-

pelled to study the ancient Minoan and 

Mycenaean civilisations so that they 

might become better citizens.’  

 •   ‘Greece should combine its city-states 

to better combat outside threats.’  

 •   ‘Girls should also be educated.’  

 •   ‘The erection of a statue to honour the 

great playwright Sophocles is a worthy 

task for our noblest sculptor.’  

 •   ‘The chariot race should be abandoned 

as an event at future Olympics.’   

Go online to access additional resources such as templates, images and weblinks.

ONLINE ONLY
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Practise your historical skills
Comprehension: chronology, terms and concepts
1. Match each of the terms and names in column A with the definitions in column B.

2. Arrange the dates below on a timeline from 800 BCE to 300 BCE and match them with the correct event. 
(Hint: First arrange the events in their correct order.)

Column A Column B

  1. Acropolis a. An early Aegean civilisation, named after a legendary king

  2. Olympus b. The commercial and legal centre in Athens

  3. Minoan c. The highest point and the religious centre of Athens

  4. hoplites d. The site of the most famous oracle in Greece

  5. Agora e. The name given to the peninsula that forms the southern part of Greece

  6. trireme f.  Main Greek goddess and wife of Zeus

  7. Hera g. Greek warship with three banks of oars

  8. helots h. Name given to Greek soldiers, because of the heavy armour they wore

  9. Peloponnese i.  The mountain on which the gods were believed to live

10. Delphi j.  The conquered people who worked for the Spartans

776 BCE • Death of Hippocrates

650 BCE • Pericles speaks in favour of Athenian democracy

480 BCE • Earliest recorded Olympic Games

431 BCE • Trial of Socrates

399 BCE • Alexander the Great becomes king

377 BCE • Helots of Messenia revolt against the Spartans

336 BCE • Battle of Salamis

2b.12 Activities
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to 
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au. Note: Question numbers may vary slightly.

2b.12 Activity 1: Check your understandin
2b.12 Activity 2: Practise your historical skill
Go online to access additional end of topic resources such as interactivities and printable worksheets.

ONLINE ONLY

2b.12 Review
2b.12.1 Review

KEY TERMS
Agora the central marketplace in a Greek city-state
Boule the council that looked after the day-to-day running of Athens
citizen in Athens, a free-born male Athenian over the age of 18
democracy a system of government in which political power lies with the people
phalanx the formation in which hoplites fought
trireme warships powered by sails and three rows of oars
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Analysis and use of sources
3. Refer to the photograph in the opening unit at the start of this chapter. This photograph shows the lighting 

of the torch for the 2004 Athens Olympics.
(a) What elements of the photograph suggest that it is a modern re-creation?
(b) Why was the ceremony organised at this site?
(c) In the modern Olympic Games, the Olympic flame was first introduced in 1928 and the torch relay in 

1936. Conduct some research to discover where these two Olympic Games were held.

Perspectives and interpretations

4. Some of the most important pieces of sculpture from the Parthenon are not in Greece but are displayed in 
the United Kingdom.

Shiploads of sculptures were brought to England between 1802 and 1812. Greece was under Turkish rule, 
as it was part of the Ottoman Empire. The shipment of sculptures was organised by Lord Elgin, who was the 
British ambassador. He was concerned about the preservation of these items and received permission from 
the Turkish rulers to measure and draw and ‘to take away any pieces of stone with old inscriptions or figures 
thereon.’ At the time, people such as the poet Byron attacked Elgin for deceit and vandalism.

Organise a debate on the topic: ‘That the Parthenon Marbles should be returned to Greece’. Use 
weblinks in the Resources tab and other internet sources, to find arguments for and against (some 
arguments have been provided below for you as a starting point).

Arguments for: Arguments against:

1. The Parthenon is the most important part 
of Greek cultural heritage and it should be 
preserved in its totality.

2. The ‘Elgin Marbles’ are only part of the 
Parthenon and should be reunited with the 
rest of the items.

3. Greece today can look after them just as well 
as the British Museum.

1. It has saved the marbles from ‘certain decay and 
deterioration’.

2. They have been in their possession for 200 years 
and displayed in a gallery specially built for them.

3. They are an important element in the museum’s 
presentation of the whole of European cultural 
heritage.

SOURCE 1 A section of the Elgin Marbles, or Parthenon Marbles, as displayed in the British Museum, 
where they are trying to show how they may have originally looked at the top of the Parthenon
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Empathetic understanding
5. Women in ancient Athens and Sparta did not have the same freedoms as women expect today. However, 

many accepted their role in society. Work in a small group to create and act out a dialogue between three 
Greek women (who may come from both Athens and Sparta) in which they discuss their role and support 
some aspects of their society but are critical of others. Use information from section 2b.5 and internet 
research, which could include extracts from the play by Aristophanes called Assemblywomen.

Research
6. SOURCE 2 shows part of an archaeological excavation site in the north-west corner of Turkey, close to the 

Dardanelles.
(a) List three activities carried out by the archaeologists in SOURCE 2.

  The archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann believed that this was the city of Troy, the site of Homer’s epic 
poem the Iliad, which tells of the Trojan Wars.

  Investigate whether Schliemann was correct in identifying this place as the site of Troy.
(b) Make a list of the different types of evidence you might use to decide this.
(c) Using books or the internet, collect three sources of information about Troy.

  Rank each source in terms of how useful it might be to a historian who is trying to decide whether this 
was really the site of the battle.

Explanation and communication
7. Carefully read the sections on government in Athens and Sparta (see section 2b.4) as well as doing some 

further research.
(a) Make a list of the major differences in the ways the two states were governed.
(b) Make a list of:

(i) features the two states shared with a modern democracy such as Australia
(ii) ways in which the two states differed from a modern democracy.

(c) Summarise your research as a chart with features of ancient Greek democracy on one side and modern 
democracy on the other.

SOURCE 2 Photograph of a section of the excavation at Troy
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